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Abstract

In 2016 T he Neuro, otherwise known as the Montreal Neurological Institute and 

Hospital, became the world's first open science institute. T he Neuro's definition of and 

approach to open science is captured in its Open Science Principles. While most of the 

goals embedded in the principles have received increasing approval from researchers, 

funders, and other institutes, T he Neuro's stance on intellectual property continues to 

see resistance. In this paper I describe how T he Neuro conceives of the relationship 

between open science, neuroscience, and intellectual property; how it came to its 

current policy by examining both broad and Neuro specific innovation trends; and why 

it believes minimizing academic intellectual property is key to the future of 

neuroscience research.

Definitions

Open Access
Defined by Budapest Open Access Initiative (BOAI)

Novelty Killing Public Disclosure
Defined by Dylan Roskams-Edris

Proteome
Defined by National Cancer Institute

Metadata
Defined by National Cancer Institute

Patent Thicket
Defined by Carl Shapiro

Open Science
Defined by Mick Watson
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1 .  Open  Sci en ce an d In t el l ect u al  Propert y  at  T h e1 .  Open  Sci en ce an d In t el l ect u al  Propert y  at  T h e
Neu roNeu ro
When folks from T he Neuro talk about open science, no topic is more likely to receive

pushback than its stance on intellectual property (“IP”). Data sharing, great; open access

publishing, absolutely; sharing code, protocols, and reagents, all for it; not filing for

patents or enforcing restrictive IP rights over research outputs, well, wait a minute now.

 

T o bring some clarity to T he Neuro's position, and emphasize its importance, I want to

explain how T he Neuro understands the relationship between neuroscience research,

open science, and intellectual property. T o do so I begin by discussing some fundamental

concepts and historical examples, move on to an explanation of T he Neuro's policy

towards IP, and finish by discussing IP-based innovation trends both generally and

specific to T he Neuro.

 

2. The Neuro and The Need for Open Neuroscience
T wo things define T he Neuro’s institutional identity. One is a commitment to uncovering

the mysterious workings of the central nervous system through research; the other is

providing world-class clinical care to patients with neurological disorders. T hese two

aspects are, of course, deeply intertwined. Following the vision of T he Neuro's founder,

the inimitable Wilder Penfield, clinical experience influences research, the insights from

which are in turn integrated into the clinic.

 

As grand as this vision of a feedback loop between neuroscience research and clinical

practice was - indeed unique in 1934 when T he Neuro was founded - it has become

overwhelmingly obvious that, when it comes to understanding the nervous system, it is

not enough. With ~86 billion neurons in the adult human brain[1], each having potentially

thousands of dynamic, synaptic connections to its peers (not to mention interacting in

largely unknown ways with vast numbers of glial cells), no single institute can possibly

generate more than a fraction of the discoveries necessary to understand and treat

neurological disorders. In light of this, T he Neuro has come to fully embrace the idea that

“it takes the world to understand the brain”[2] and that the only way to effectively

collaborate on a global scale is to adopt radical sharing through open science.

 

T he need for open science becomes yet more acute when one brings into the equation

the current reproducibility (and replicability) crisis plaguing much of the scientific research

world[3][4]. Communicating findings through research manuscripts may have been an

astounding leap forward when it first arose in the 17th century, but now clearly fails to
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meet science’s own exacting standards. A paper alone is, simply put, too often

inadequate to enable others to reproduce, replicate, remix, and re-use reported results in

the ways needed to tackle the complexity of the human nervous system. Doing so

requires, at least, open access to and use of the data, research methods, materials, and

software underlying the reported results.

 

What T he Neuro came to realize, in sum, is that the way neuroscientists work together

needs to once again evolve if progress in understanding the human nervous system and

treating neurological diseases is to be more than piecemeal and unreliable. Just as the

founding of T he Neuro created a new species of institute engaged in neuroscience

research, and sharing results through papers and journals was a leap in scientific

communication, the time has come for a new evolutionary epoch in neuroscience.

History will come to know that epoch as the age of open neuroscience.

 

3. Intellectual Property and Open Neuroscience
T he connection between open science and intellectual property often seems daunting in

its complexity, but taking a step back can be reduced to a relatively simple set of ideas.

Open science requires that the sharing and subsequent use of all information, tools, and

knowledge relevant to an experimental result be as frictionless as possible; that, in other

words, others are able to access and use everything that went into and came out of an

experiment with a minimum of restrictions. Intellectual property exists precisely to

restrict access to or use of information and knowledge. Patents restrict how

knowledge is applied to produce a result; copyright restricts how knowledge and

information are copied and disseminated; technological protection measures coupled

with anti-circumvention laws (aka DRM) and trade secret laws restrict access to

information; and trademarks and certification marks restrict how information about an

entity’s identity can be used.

 

T here are limits and restrictions on the breadth of various IP instruments - for example

the inability to patent abstract knowledge, equations, and naturally occurring

phenomena; or the fact that copyright does not cover facts but how they are creatively

expressed - but the above description will serve as a useful and accurate heuristic for

understanding how IP impacts knowledge generated through research. As a final note

here, I am primarily addressing IP relevant to Canada and the United States, and so will

not be addressing things like database rights, though the concerns herein apply to many

non-North-American species of IP as well.
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In some cases, such as patents and copyright, intellectual property rights held by

academic researchers or institutions must be either eliminated or heavily modified to be

compatible with open science. T he necessary application of an attribution-only open

licence to copyrighted articles to make them truly open access is emblematic here;

without such an open license publications cannot be reused in the multitude of ways open

science needs (e.g. free text-mining and creating translations). While it is possible to have

patenting practices completely compatible with open science by, for example, obtaining a

patent and dedicating it to the public domain, doing so is highly inefficient when a 

novelty killing public disclosure can accomplish the same thing at essentially no cost.

 

T rade secrets too pose a problem because their very existence is premised on the

absence of public access to information. Maintaining such secrecy is anathema to true

open science. T echnological protection measures, combined with laws that make it illegal

to circumvent them, are also in many ways inimical to open science, though, as explained

below, can serve a useful purpose if used judiciously. T rademarks and certification marks,

on the other hand, pose little difficulty to open science and, in fact, may be key drivers of

the future of open science based innovation by allowing groups to reliably label

something as deriving from a particular institute or company, or that it meets certain

open standards.

 

T o state it baldly, the presence of most forms of IP coupled with enforcement activities

aimed at preventing others from accessing and using knowledge hampers the most

effective dissemination and use that knowledge. While it is possible to have IP and simply

not engage in enforcement activities, doing so injects unnecessary uncertainty - it is

always possible that the IP will be sold or exclusively licensed to an entity that will enforce

it or that the rights holder may simply change their mind - and in the case of patents

leads to high costs for essentially no gain. When the results so restricted are the basic

building blocks of further work the cost is large and, as the history of university

technology transfer and the research publishing industry has demonstrated, the benefits

few and unevenly distributed. In view of these issues T he Neuro adopted, through its

Open Science Principles, a policy under which it will not claim restrictive IP rights over any

of its research outputs nor will it support its researchers in doing so.

 

4. Standing on the Open Shoulders of Giants
T hankfully, T he Neuro did not have to start from a blank slate when designing its policy

approach to IP. When it comes to patents and trade secrets, T he Neuro could adapt the

approach taken by the Human Genome Project (“HGP”). Under the Bermuda Rules[5],
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those engaged in decoding the human genome agreed not to patent any DNA

sequences and to publicly release those sequences within 24 hours. T his approach was

necessary if the required level of collaboration was to be achieved; bickering over

ownership and multiple labs racing to sequence the same potentially high value target

would simply not get the job done.

 

T he connection between the HGP and the current effort to solve the neural code (or

“neural connectome”) is entirely apposite. Both are collective journeys of basic scientific

discovery tackling a problem much too large for any single lab, institute, or even country

to take on itself. T he Structural Genomics Consortium, engaged in large part in decoding

the humanproteome, has long followed its own open science philosophy. Each of these

efforts is tied together by their ambition to solve a different facet of complex human

biology, and each has recognized the importance of coordination and eliminating IP-

based barriers to collaboration, dissemination, and reuse.

 

Advances in the diagnosis and treatment of human maladies is based fundamentally in

our basic understanding of biology, which, given the complexity of biological systems, in

turn depends on the collaboration and open sharing. Previous research practices –

ensiled and uncoordinated research, sharing research results solely through (mostly

paywalled) manuscripts that lack details crucial to replication and reproduction, and

patenting basic discoveries – are clearly not working.

 

In the neuroscience context, this conclusion is amply demonstrated by the continued

reliance on treatments discovered in the 1950s for Parkinson’s disease[6] and the high

failure rate of new potential treatments for Alzheimer’s Disease[7][8][9], Huntington’s

Disease[10], and ALS[11]. We need better models, theories of disease mechanisms, and

biomarkers if we are to have a real impact on the suffering caused by neurological

disorders. T he only real hope of gaining these fundamental insights when faced with a

problem as complex as the human nervous system is through an open, maximally IP-free

approach.

 

5. The Neuro’s Position: No Restrictive Intellectual Property
T he Neuro’s approach to intellectual property, implicit throughout its Principles but found

explicitly in Principle 4, is one they have called “no restrictive intellectual property.” It

means, in short, that T he Neuro's researchers should not apply for or enforce any form

of IP over research outputs unless doing so is to protect the interests of research

participants or contribute to the vitality of the scientific research ecosystem.
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T his approach is in many ways analogous to the open

source and open knowledge definitions, though adapted to a context where (1) some

shared resources - like individually identifiable research participant data - can include

sensitive information that can and should be protected, and (2) an existing academic

incentive structure acts to build a strong scientific ecosystem. By adopting a no

restrictive-IP position T he Neuro is bringing into practice the now central idea in open

science of “as open as possible, as closed as necessary”[12][13] while further ensuring

that, where necessary, IP restrictions can be used to aid rather than hinder open science.

 

5.1 Non-Restrict ive IP Rights

It will be useful to explain in more detail what is meant by IP being “non-restrictive”. T he

idea breaks down into two general categories.

 

5.1.1 Protecting the Interests of Research Participants

T he first and most important category relates to circumstances where a shared

resource involves concerns around research ethics and the interests of research

participants. T his is most clearly the case with individually identifiable data. If, for example,

MRI data is bundled with clinical information that could be used to identify a participant, it

may be appropriate to include some technological protection measure or contractual

restriction such that that identifying information can only be accessed with a password,

within a secure system, by registered users, or after evaluation of a data access request.

 

T he tiered access model developed for T he Neuro’s C-BIG Repository is a good example

of how these ideas are being put into practice. Data which pose little risk to participants’

interests (like metadata) are openly accessible, those posing some risk require

registration and agreement to a terms of use and a set of community norms, while

access to individually identifiable data and samples is controlled by C-BIG’s T issue and

Data Access Committee.

 

Far from hindering open science, these kinds of restrictions incorporate the idea of

responsibility for the interests of research participants and patients into T he

Neuro's conception of openness.

 

5.1.2 Credit Sharing, Resource Linking, and Use Tracking

T he second category has to do with IP-based restrictions designed to ensure credit-

sharing, resource linking, and tracking downstream use. Each of these restrictions is
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accepted because they align with the core values of science and its unique incentive

structure. As a large bolus of literature - starting with Merton’s norms of science[14] and

perhaps explained best in economic terms by Paul David[15] – has recognized, the

research ecosystem has its own unique set of norms and incentive structures that

motivate discovery. T hese norms and incentives, however, are not those of wealth

maximization, property, and economic transactions. T hey are instead grounded

in collective ownership of the fruits of intellectual labour, universal validity, organized

skepticism, and disinterested experimentation (for norms) and reputation within your

field, career advancement, the joy and challenge of discovery, and contributing to the

store of public knowledge (for incentives).

 

5.1.2 .1 Credit Sharing5.1.2 .1 Credit Sharing

One example of a non-restrictive approach to IP in the copyright context are open

licenses. T hese licenses eliminate most restrictions related to copyright except those

requiring giving proper credit ("attribution") to the creator, for example by applying a

Creative Commons Attribution License to scholarly publications. Such restrictions do not

significantly interfere with downstream use and, in fact, align with existing academic

incentives where recognition and reputation are key motivators.

 

One must be careful, of course, because the impacts of different restrictions can vary

between research outputs. While an attribution license on a publication may pose little

problem, the same may not be true for certain types of datasets because of the difficulty

following them could pose for efficient combination (or combination of

combinations) of many datasets. Such difficulties regularly arise as open science evolves

and should be attended to carefully.

 

5.1.2 .2  Resource Linking  and Use T racking5.1.2 .2  Resource Linking  and Use T racking

Linking related and derived research outputs, or tracking downstream use of research

outputs, is important to maintain provenance, create an easily navigable research

space, and establish trust between researchers and participants. Doing so can be

accomplished, for example, by including contractual restrictions that oblige those who

use a shared resource to associate downstream research and commercial outputs with

persistent identifiers, like Digital Object Identifiers or Research Resource Identifiers.

T hese identifiers, being persistent and machine readable, can then be easily tracked as a

resource makes its way through levels of downstream discoveries and innovations.

 

T he above uses of IP rights and contractual restrictions help align open science practices
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with academic incentives, create a more navigable research space, and maintain

participant-researcher trust, all of which contributes to the sustainability of open science

while applying a minimum of legal restrictions. T hey also speak directly to some of the

concerns expressed by those in T he Neuro's research community during its buy-in

process[16].

 

6. Doing our Research on IP and Innovation
T he Neuro's decision to adopt an approach that avoids restrictive intellectual property

was informed by more than the historical and theoretical considerations discussed so far.

It also considered the current relationship between IP and university research generally

as well as the innovation history of T he Neuro.

 

T he growing ferment around the necessity of applying open licenses to publications and

datasets have been discussed extensively within the open science literature. T he

arguments within that corpus are powerfully made and, in T he Neuro's view, decisive. As

such, I restrict my assessment below to patenting practices because patents represent

an equally important (though less widely accepted) area where IP is having undesirable

results.

 

6.1 Negative Impacts of Patents on University Research

T here are many troubling trends in university patenting practices. Universities tend to

conduct basic research to produce knowledge that enables further downstream

research, provides the knowledge taught to students, and lays strong common base

upon which private commercial development thrives. Such basic discovery and knowledge

dissemination is, indeed, one of the primary social and economic functions non-

commercial science performs.

 

When these basic knowledge outputs are subject to the restrictions imposed by patents

because of potential (and in the vast majority of cases unrealized[17][18]) commercial

potential, they pose at worst a serious risk of hindering downstream research and future

commercial development[19] and at best contribute little to downstream innovation[20]

and the public good[21]. In a world with ubiquitous interconnected information

technology, and the ease such technology brings to sharing information, the best way of

making sure important basic knowledge gets to where it needs to go is to make it

FAIR and get out of the way.

 

6.2 Contributing to Thickets
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T he all too likely result of increased university patenting practices[22] is simply a

contribution to a growing patent thicket, like that routinely commented on in

nanotechnology[23]. Non-commercial research is, unfortunately, not legally exempt from

the resulting tangle of patent rights[24], meaning that both private and academic

researchers must overcome a prolix nest of IP rights and monopolistic prices, or waste

time designing around the thicket.

 

If, as is so often the case, researchers lack sufficient time or financial resources to obtain

a license or buy equipment with a high monopoly-dictated price, they may be forced to

abandon research directions all together. Alternatively, they may need to resort to

extralegal measures like pirating research software or obtaining reagents directly from

colleagues without institutional permission to do so, risking infringement claims and

institutional disciplinary actions.

 

6.3 Perverse Incentives

T he prevalence of patenting at universities has negative impacts throughout the

institutional hierarchy. At the level of the researcher, the possibility of a patent over a

research output injects a direct financial incentive into what is supposed to be unbiased

discovery. Doing so can lead to counterproductive practices such as not sharing the tools

others need to replicate and build on published results[25][26][27]. It can also lead to

significant publication delays as researchers attempt to avoid 

novelty killing public disclosures which would make their research outputs unpatentable.

 

Almost certainly the biggest cost, however, is not due to researcher secrecy or egos, but

to institutionally caused delays in sharing resources due the ongoing realignment of

institutional values towards commercialization through IP. T he (very small) possibility of a

windfall through successful licensing or creation of spin-off companies has slowly

introduced complex and unnecessarily restrictive IP clauses in material transfer

agreements and research collaboration agreements. T hese IP clauses routinely pose the

greatest negotiation sticking-points, and require the most negotiation time, both for

transfers[28] and for industry collaboration contracts. Eliminating such clauses gives up

little and would have a multiplicatively beneficial effect to collaboration.

 

T he resulting delay interferes with researchers’ ability to rapidly share their tools and

effectively collaborate[29]. Despite the fact that such interference in each individual case

may be small - though still often on the order of weeks or months - the cumulative effect

represents years of waste. What is worse, the majority of academic researchers have
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little interest in obtaining patents and yet are hampered in collaborative efforts by having

to sign contracts weighed down by clauses designed to cater to the minority that do.

Such practices are emblematic of what happens when direct economic incentives begin

to infect and displace existing academic research norms and incentives. From T he

Neuro's experience, the adoption of an open transfer agreement by the C-BIG

Repository has dropped transfer times for participant samples and cell lines from months

to weeks or days.

 

6.4 Patent Lit igation and Trolls

With the increasing incidence of patent litigation generally[30], including by universities[31],

concern around real and potential negative impacts of patents on academic research

mounts. A good example of the situation T he Neuro wants to avoid is the current patent

battle over CRISPR[32]. Forcing the transfer of perhaps the greatest tool genetic science

has ever known through the bottlenecks of IP-based considerations will not help science

advance. T he historical cases of the Oncomouse[33], involvement of universities in cases

defending patents over genes[34], and the ongoing dispute involving a CAR-T  therapy[35]

 also present significant cause for concern.

 

It is also extremely troubling that university patent practices can either feed patent

trolls[36] (also see this 2016 dataset of university patents owned by Intellectual

Ventures) or, worse, cause universities to act like them[37]. Assertion of patent rights is

big business with the potential for substantial returns, but only at the cost of blocking the

fluidity of ideas that is the lifeblood of science.

 

6.5 Restrict ive IP and the Threat to Open Science

Finally, restrictive IP and the enforcement thereof presents a particular danger for open

science. In a world where every aspect of research is digitally shared, interlinked, and

machine-readable, the cost of finding potentially infringing research activities and

interfering with them through cease-and-desist letters, demands for settlement or

licences, and similar rent seeking behaviours decreases.

 

T o put it simply, the more open you are the cheaper it will be to use IP rights to interfere

with research regardless of whether it is actually infringing any rights. T he tacit but not-

legally-enforceable immunity from patent litigation most academic researchers and

universities have so far enjoyed may well evaporate as the cost-benefit calculation

changes and the generation of profit through patent enforcement activities is

normalized.
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6.6 Conclusion about University Patenting

T o be clear, T he Neuro's approach is not “anti-patent” across the board. Commercial

entities who use the public knowledge generated by academic institutions to create their

own private innovations may be fully justified in applying for patents over those

innovations in order to overcome the substantial financial barriers between an

innovation and the people it could help - the prime example being the hundreds of millions

of dollars often required to bring a new pharmaceutical product through clinical trials.

 

A patent over a new, privately discovered delivery mechanism for an openly shared

molecule with therapeutic potential, a chemical tweak to that molecule, or a new method

of manufacturing that molecule, are prime examples of such downstream and

patentable innovations. T he literature around patent evergreening [38][39] indicates that

private firms are in fact marvelously suited to produce and protect just such innovations.

 

T he Neuro is, instead, against patents over the research outputs produced by primarily

publicly funded institutions conducting basic research to produce knowledge that is, in

most cases, far from direct commercial application and of immense use in downstream

research. By forgoing patents T he Neuro increases collaboration and moves the

monopoly downstream, thereby increasing the wealth of basic knowledge and the quality

and diversity of commercial innovations, as well as spurring the competition that drives

down prices. T his stance is not limited to the outputs of basic research. T he same logic

holds true for discoveries emerging from academic institutions that do appear to have

near-term commercial application; openly sharing them provides a common base from

which market-competitiveness can work its price-reducing magic.

 

7. The History of Innovation at The Neuro
In late 2019 T he Neuro gained even more confidence in its position on IP by looking at

the innovation activity coming out of T he Neuro. Before joining T he Neuro, and during

my time as their Open Science Alliance Officer, looked at both the last 20 years of patent

based technology transfer as well and the spin-off companies that have emerged from

T he Neuro.

 

7.1 Patents on Neuro Research Outputs Filed Through McGill

T o assess the innovation history here at T he Neuro I obtained technology transfer data

on reports of invention ("ROI"), patent applications, granted patents, and licensing

agreements generated by Neuro faculty as of September 2019 (N = 84) form McGill
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Innovation and Partnerships (McGill's T echnology T ransfer Office).

 

A Note on the DataA Note on the Data

I limited the analysis a priori to ROIs reported between January 2000 and September 2019

for two reasons. T he first is in order to capture the history of those patents that would

most likely not have reached their 20-year expiry by the time of analysis. T he second is

that the farther back in time one goes the more likely it is that McGill may have filed a

patent based on the work of a faculty member who had left prior to 2019 and was,

therefor, not included in the September 2019 cohort. I believe the resulting dataset gives

a reasonably accurate, if not perfect, portrayal of patent-based innovation activities

despite these limitations.

 

Unfortunately I am only able to make a subset of this data publicly available in the

supplementary materials due to much of it being confidential information. T he

supplementary csv file "Granted Patents With Neuro Inventors Filed by McGill" includes

the data on granted and publicly disclosed patents. Some fields have been removed for

to preserve confidential information (ROI disclosure date, invention title, and list of

inventors). Information in remaining fields are as received from McGill Innovation and

Partnerships. T he only added field is where I have included a patents.google.com or a link

from the relevant jurisdictional patent office accompanying each entry.

 

Summary of  ResultsSummary of  Results

T he summary of my investigations is that, between 2000 and September 2019, 99 ROIs

were filed, of which just over half came from just 5 faculty members. Despite a subset of

these 99 ROIs leading to 152 patent applications of various kinds, only 23 were ever given

official intellectual property numbers, and of these only details of 20 can be found on the

public internet (see supplementary data). Of the 23 granted applications, 10 were

abandoned, leaving 13 currently active patents relating to 4 ROIs.

 

I then looked more deeply into the currently active patents: T wo were for an ROI

concerning an antisense oligonucleotide with potential utility in treating cancer, three

related to two ROIs regarding software for analyzing brain morphology, and the

remaining eight were for a single ROI relating to a gene associated with epilepsy.

 

7.1.1 Commercialization of Patents Over Neuro Research

T he antisense oligonucleotide patents were subject to an exclusive license agreement

that was terminated before leading to a product. T he three software patents constitute
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a portion of the assets owned by a Neuro spin-off that has been running for

approximately 15 years but which, according to discussions with the founder, has had to

divert much of its revenue into IP related legal and maintenance fees and, because of an

IP inventorship dispute, is now unable to sell the company.

 

T he eight gene related patents, applied for many years ago by T he Neuro's Director Dr.

Guy Rouleau and some of his colleagues, consist of 1 Australian patent licensed to

Bionomics Ltd, 1 Canadian patent, 1 Japanese patent, and 5 US patents based on

continuation or divisional applications to the USPT O - the multiple applications likely due

to a scramble to recover patentable subject matter in the wake of the Myriad decision[40]

. None of these patents have led to a successful diagnostic or treatment product. As

noted in Dr. Rouleau’s recent article in Cell[41], this failure to produce any useful product is

a significant part of his motivation in transitioning T he Neuro to an open science model.

 

7.2 Innovation Activit ies through Neuro Researcher-Entrepreneurial

Activit ies and Spin-Offs

During T he Neuro's buy-in process in 2016 Dr. Viviane Poupon, COO of the T anenbaum

Open Science Institute at T he Neuro, looked into innovation activities through Neuro

researcher initiated companies. She collected data on these companies by engaging with

Neuro faculty through email and in person to report companies and spin-offs. In

December 2019 I extended her results by searching engaging with faculty, searching

Google and LinkedIn based on the names of faculty members, following up on entries in

the technology transfer data that indicated that McGill had transferred the rights to

commercialize an innovation back to the inventor.

 

T hese efforts resulted in information on 17 companies (see company names, founders,

and patent category in supplementary data file "Spin-off Companies, Founders, and

Patent Status"). T he main factor of interest was whether any of these companies relied

on patents over research outputs generated within T he Neuro. T o find out, I spoke

with company founders and searched Google Patents and Lens.org using faculty and

company names.

 

Only the software company discussed above relied on a patent over a Neuro research

output. It should be noted here that, because of the primacy of founder expertize in

using the software, had the company been founded less than a decade later when open

source business models were becoming normalized it could likely have been run on an

open source software-as-a-service basis, thereby avoiding the IP-issues that have
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plagued it. One company relied on a patent over a research output generated at another

institution and refined through collaboration with a Neuro researcher. T en companies

relied on patents covering innovations generated outside of T he Neuro, while five didn’t

rely on patents at all.

 

7.3 Limitations of Analysis

Multiple confounding factors make the above analysis less than perfect. T he amount of

information I can share about the agreements patents led to is, unfortunately, limited

due to it being confidential business information as well as the limited nature of the

information in the received data set. T he data I received, for example, included

information about whether a patent was subject to a licence, but nothing concerning the

licencee, royaltees or bulk payments received by McGill, nor whether the licence led to a

successful product. Where possible I attempted to find this information by searching

google, LinkedIn, Lens.org, and discussing the patent in question with the researcher-

inventor. T hese limitations puts Me in a bit of an awkward position as a member of an

institute that prizes reproducible analysis and data sharing. My hope is that it emphasizes

yet again the difficulties introduced when universities engage in secretive business

practices.

 

T here are further limitations to my analysis, including those related self-reporting, a lack

of information on ROIs by researchers who had left T he Neuro prior to 2019, and the

limited amount of publicly available information concerning how any given patent leads to

a commercial product or service. Further, the technology transfer data didn’t include

information on research contracts where all resulting IP is wholly and immediately

assigned to an industrial sponsor.

 

7 .4  Conclusion Based on T he Neuro’s Commercialization Activities7 .4  Conclusion Based on T he Neuro’s Commercialization Activities

Despite the above limitations, and in view of the massive potential of IP-free open

sharing, the results reinforced the idea that eschewing patents over research outputs

would have a negligible, if any, negative impact on the development of diagnostics and

treatments or on researcher-entrepreneurial activities. Ultimately, attempts to patent

Neuro research outputs led to very little and, because a patent can often cost many tens

of thousands of dollars before it is granted and tens of thousands more to maintain

throughout its 20-year life (even without taking into account the millions of dollars it

takes to defend a patent in litigation), these patents almost certainly cost McGill more

taxpayer dollars than they ever had a chance of receiving in royalties or patent buy-outs.
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8.  T h e Impossi bi l i t y  of  Open i n g  McG i l l - IP  f or  t h e8.  T h e Impossi bi l i t y  of  Open i n g  McG i l l - IP  f or  t h e
COVID-1 9 Pan demi cCOVID-1 9 Pan demi c
T here is a growing literature on the importance of open science to combatting the

COVID-19 pandemic, including the importance of removing IP-related barriers to the

sharing of research resources and the dissemination of potential treatments[42]. I have

not commented significantly on the pandemic so far because it is just one of the many

clear examples of where an open approach is required – if a particularly poignant and

timely one.

 

One example, however, deserves mentioning. T he Neuro was one of the original

supporters of the Open COVID Pledge, a pledge by IP holders to release their IP openly

for the purposes of ending the pandemic. Since it was first announced notable

companies - including Amazon, Facebook, Intel, and IBM - have taken the pledge. T he

Neuro leadership approached the McGill Administration and asked them to consider

having McGill become a pledgor.

 

T he response was that they were unable to. Not, please note, that they were unwilling,

but that they were quite literally unable to take the pledge, the main reason being that the

IP policies and contractual practices engaged in by McGill fully transfer all meaningful

rights outside the institution. In other words, the IP generated over discoveries made at

McGill is so wholly owned by individual inventors and corporate sponsors that they do not

have the latitude to release it for others to openly use, even in the context of a global

pandemic. McGill’s position in this regard is in no way unique in the Canadian context and,

as such, speaks to a much larger problem.

 

9. Innovation Activities Using Open Science Compatible IP
Practices
T he Neuro has gained yet more confidence in its position by keeping close track of

the emerging possibilities for commercialization activities that do not rely on restrictive IP

protection. T his paper is not the place to go into the full discussion these non-IP-based

innovation approaches deserve, but it is worth saying a few words.

 

Many open science compatible models work by applying either the logic of open-source

software business models, non-profits, or open biobanks to provide products and

services aimed at improving science itself. Companies and non-profits are emerging to

enable data sharing (e.g. OSF), develop research software (e.g. Open Science T ools),

design and sell research equipment (e.g. Open Ephys, OpenT rons, OpenBCI), and
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disseminate materials (e.g. Addgene) at a fraction of the cost of proprietary models.

T hese efforts are largely driven by members of the scientific community itself and

represent a slow but seismic shift away from companies engaged in linear, restrictive,

and secretive development and towards a model based on distributed, facilitated

collaboration between members of the relevant scientific community.

 

Other possibilities, including tool and technique vetting services (e.g. Y-Char-OS), synergy

between open science and artificial intelligence[43], open science drug development[44],

and open source medical software (e.g. Meningioma.app) represent new ways of

impacting scientific research and the lives of patients without relying on restrictive IP. A

particularly interesting aspect of these efforts are their funding models, which often rely

on joint investment by private companies, governments, academic institutions, and

philanthropic organizations. T he Neuro’s Early Drug Discovery Unit, an open platform

for testing potentially therapeutic compounds in cell lines derived from patients, uses just

this kind of model.

 

Such mixed funding models effectively distribute risk, reduce individual-party costs, and

hold the hope of pushing forward development of treatments and diagnostics in areas

for which existing private-market models systematically fail – including neurological

disorders, rare diseases, neglected tropical diseases, antibiotics, and, of particular

importance now, vaccines.

 

T he great strength of all of the above efforts is the ability to capitalize on or facilitate

global collaboration and rapid, iterative development of products and services. By

delivering value to user-collaborators and allowing rapidly iterative modification of

products and services without relying on IP they can avoid the often weighty costs and

heavy restrictions associated with obtaining and enforcing IP all while contributing to the

well of public knowledge (not to mention remaining financially sustainable).

 

10. Conclusion: Trying, Testing, and Sharing
T he Neuro is confident that the approach is has developed is - given its institutional

context, values, and history - the best way to encourage basic science, the commercial

development of diagnostics and treatments, and neuro-based innovation generally. It is

always possible, however, that the approach will need to be changed or refined. T he

Neuro is, after all, an open science experiment itself, and will have to adapt based as the

global open research and open innovation ecosystems develop.
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As with any experiment, the most important thing is to decide what constitutes success

and ways of measuring it. For T he Neuro, success is measured in terms of improved

basic research and the contribution of that research to bettering the lives of patients.

Some early indicators are promising, including significantly reduced material transfer

times using C-BIG’s Open T ransfer Agreement, increasing industry interest and

investment in Neuro open platforms and projects, and ongoing collaborations with

pharmaceutical companies to develop industry grade assays for drug discovery through

T he Neuro’s Early Drug Discovery Unit.

 

T he only way T he Neuro can know is to try out its approach, test if it is working in the

best way it can, and share what it learns. T his paper is just one early element of that

sharing. T he Neuro encourages other institutes to commit to open science, and thereby

to the health of the scientific discovery ecosystem itself, adopt their own open science

compatible IP approach, and share what they learn in turn.
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